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SUMMARY 

An investigation to determine the high altitude performance (ex- 
tending the range of ref. 1) of the J57-P-1 turbojet engine and compo- 
nents was conducted at the NACA Lewis altitude wind tunnel. Data were 
obtained over a corrected inboard rotor speed range from 106 to 79 per- 
cent of rated speed, with four modes of engine operation, at altitudes 
from 35,000 to 65,000 feet and at a flight Mach number of 0.81. The 
corresponding range of Reynolds number indices was from 0.437 to 0.107. 

All engine and component parameters are presented as functiona of 
corrected rotor speed except the data with the automatic engine control; 
these data are plotted against altitude. 

INTRODUCTION 

At the request of the Navy Department, Bureau of Aeronautics, an in- 
vestigation of the J57-P-l turbojet engine performance was made in the 
altitude wind tunnel at the NACA Lewis laboratory. Data obtained with 
a fixed-area exhaust nozzle up to en altitude of 50,000 feet are pre- 
sented in reference 1; limitations of the test facility prevented opera- 
tion at higher altitudes. By installing no-flow ejectors at the engine 
exhaust nozzle and bleed ports it was possible to extend the range of 
simulated altitudes to an altitude of 65,000 feet. The engine perfor- 
mance data for this extended altitude operation are presented herein. 

I I 
I I 

Data were obtained with a fixed-area exhaust nozzle over a ra&& of 

I ( 
corrected inboard rotor speeds from 106 to 79 percent of rated speed a-b 

I i 
altitudes from 35,000 to 65,000 feet, at a flight Mach number of 0.81. 
The corresponding range of Reynolds number indices varied from 0.437 
to 0.107. 
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All engine and compmt parameters are presented as functions of 
corrected rotor speed with the exception of the automatic control data 

and ideal jet thrust. Ideal jet thrust Fj,i ie plotted as a function 
of exhaust nozzle pressure drop parameter, 1.25 Ps - po; and the auto- 
matic control data are presented to show the variation in performance 
parameters with changes in altitude. 

': 
,' 

At low rotor Ispeeds, to avoid compressor surge during normal en- 
gine operation, a portion of the engine air flow is bled overboard. 

Four modes of engine operation were investigated, each over a range 
of engine speeds and altitudes. The modes are as follows: 

(a) Engine operation with both the compressor bleed port6 closed. 

(b) Engine operation with the large compressor bleed port open. 

(c) lkgine operation with both compressor bleed ports open. 

(d) Normal engine operation with the automatic control. 

ENGINE llWTALLATION AND IRSTRUMFNTATION 

Engine 

A cross-sectional view of the J57-P-1 turbojet engine is shown in 
figure 1. The engine is equipped with two compressor bleeds, one large 
and one small, which bleed engine air from between the compressors at 
low rotor speeds to prevent surge. The bleeds operate in sequence ac- 
cording to a schedule based on outboard rptor speed and engine inlet 
temperature. For additional information concerning the engine, consult 
references 1 and 2. 

Instrumentation 

The location of the instrumentation stations ie shown in the cross- 
sectional view of the engine, figure 1. In addition, a table is in- 
cluded indicating the amount of instrumentation at each station. 

PROCEDURE 

Performance data were obtained, at a flight Mach number of 0.81, at 
altitudes from 35,000 to 65,'OOO feet by the installation of no-secondary 
flow ejectors at the exhaust nozzle outlet and at the outlet of the 
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compressor bleed porte. (S ee ref. 3 for details and performance of no- 
flow ejectors.) The no-flow ejectors made possible high altitude opera- 

'~tion dver an inboard rotor-speed range=of-7000 to2500 rpm except where 
limited by compressor surge, over-temperature OperatAm of the turbine,, 
or minimum fuel flow (approximately 200 lb/hr, a minimum allowable set- 
ting of test facility fuel control throttle). I 

Data were obtained defining four modes of engine operation. With 
the automatic control in operation data were taken with engine throttle 
settings of "idle" and "maximum," and altitude was increased from 35,000 
feet to the altitude at which compressor surge occurred, for each throt- 
tle setting. 

For further details regarding PROCEMJRE, see reference 1. 

PRESENTATION OF RESULTS 

The figures are grouped according to the dependent variable and an 
index to the figures is presented in table I. The figures are presented 
in the same order as in reference 1. Iu each figure group for a given 
dependent variable, four modes of engine operation are presented. The 
modes and corresponding figure parts are as follows: 

(a) Engine operation with both the compressor bleed ports closed. 

(b) Engine operation with the large compressor bleed, port open. 

(c) Engine operation with both compressor bleed ports open. 

(d) Normal engine operation with the automatic control. 

Dashed curves denote 15,000 foot performance data taken from ref- 
erence 1, and are shown for all conditions for which 15,000 foot data 
were obtained. The break in the 15,000 foot line is the region of com- 
pressor surge at that altitude. All solid symbols represent either the 
upper or lower boundary of compressor surge as indicated in each par- 
ticular figure key. Turbine outlet temperature limits, as indicated by 
the four manufacturer's probes, is denoted with cross marks near the 
high speed end of the figures. 

Complete compressor surge and operational information for the four 
modes of engine operation described in this report can be found in 

k reference-2. 

A tabulation of the data is presented in table II. 
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Over-all engine performance is presented in figures 2 to 9. Corn- 
pressor performance is presented in figures 10 to 16. Combustor per- 
formance is shown in figure 17 and turbine performance in figure 18. . 

The data presented herein show some effect of engine deterioration 
when compared to reference 1, and it should be pointed out that over 120 
engine hours were logged between these sets of data. In addition a small 
difference in compressor bleed air flow exists and is attributed to a 
change in configuration of the bleed port exit ducting which was in- 
stalled to facilitate this air flow measurement. 

Lewis Flight Propulsion Laboratory 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics 

Cleveland, Ohio, October 29, 1954 
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APPENbIx c SYMElOLS 

e- .  The following-symbols are.used in this report: 

FJ 
F3,i 

Fn 

g 

M 

N 

P 

P 

R 

T 

t 

V 

'a 

Wf 

w13 

r 

jet thrust, lb 

ideal jet thrust lb, calculated from pressure and temperatures at 
the e&aust nozzle inlet, lb 

net thrust, lb 

acceleration due to gravity, 32.2 ft/sec2 

Mach number 

rotor speed, rpm 

total pressure, lb/sq ft 

static pressure, lb/sq ft 

gas constant, (ft-lb)/(lb OR) 

total temperature, 41 

static temperature, OR 

velocity, ft/sec 

air flow, lb/set 

fuel flow, lb/hr 

gas flow, lb/set 

ratio of specific heats 

function of r* r> - 
r4 

r4 
I-4-1 

( ) 
r4 + 1 

2 
v* J T+++i ( ) 2 

where y* = 1.4 

ratio of absolute total pressure in engine to absolute static 
pressure of NACA standard atmosphere at sea level 
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efficiency 

density, slugs/au ft 

ratio of absolute total. tem$erature in engine to absolute static 
temperature of IiACA standard atmosphere at sea level 

0. =*. y* + 1 
cr 74+l T*y*' 

where 7*.= 1.4, T* = 519' R 

ratio of absolute viscosity of air in engine to the absolute vis- 
cosity of air of NACA standard atmosphere at sea level 

Reynolds number index 

Subscripts: 

cr 

1 

in 

out 

t 

0 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

air 

combustor 

compressor 

critical 

ideal 

inboard 

outboard 

turbine 

altitude test condition 

outboard compressor inlet 

inboard compressor inlet 

inboard compressor.discharge 

inboard turbine inlet 

outboard turbine inlet 

i 

:: 
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6 outboard turbine discharge 

_;I 9 exhaust nozzle inlet _. - 

1. Bloomer, Barry E., aud Miller, Robert R.: Preliminary Altitude Per- 
formance Characteristics of the J57-P-1 Turbojet Engine with Fixed- 
Area Exhaust Rozzle. ETACA I#I SE54D30, 1954. 

2. Wallner, Lewis E., and Saari, Martin 5.: Preliminary Altitude Oper- 
ational Chsracterlstics of a J57-P-r Turbojet Engine. NACA P&I 
SE54c31, 1954. 

3. Greathouse, W . K., and Hollister, D. P.: Air-Flow and Thrust Char- 
acteristics of Several Cylindrical Cooling-Air Ejectors with a 
Primary to Secondary Temperature Ratio of 1.0. NACA m  E52L24, 
1953 
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TABLE I. - FIGURE INDJZX 

Figure Dependent variable Independent variable 
lumber 

1 Sectional view of the J57-P-1 turbojet engine 

Over-all Engine Performance 

2 Corrected outboard rotor speed Corrected inboard rotor speeda 

3 Corrected air flow Corrected outboard rotor speed 

4 Corrected fuel flow Corrected inboard rotor speed 

5 Corrected exhaust gas total temperature Corrected inboard rotor speed 

6 Engine total presaure ratio Corrected inboard rotor speed 

7 Corrected net thrust Corrected inboard rotor speed 

a Corrected specific fuel consumption Corrected inboard rotor speed 

9 Ideal jet thrust Exhaust nozzle pressure drop parameter 

Outboard Compressor Performance 

3 Corrected‘air flow Corrected outboard rotor speed 

1C Compressor pressure ratio Corrected outboard rotor speed 

11 Compressor efficiency Corrected outboard rotor speed 

Inboard Compressor Performance 

12 Corrected air flow Corrected inboard rotor speed 

13 Compressor pressure ratio Corrected inboard rotor speed 

14 Compressor efficiency Corrected inboard rotor speed 

Over-all Compressor Performance 

15 Compressor pressure ratio Corrected inboard rotor speed 

16 Compressor efficiency Corrected inboard rotor speed 

Combustor Performance 

17 Performance parameters Corrected inboard rotor speed 

Over-all Turbine Performance 

18 Performance parameters Corrected inboard rotor speed 

aThe "(d)" part of figures 2 to 19 has altitude as the independent variable (abscissa). 
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r Outboard compressor inlet 
Inboard compressor inlet 

Inboard compressor discharge 

Inboard turbine inlet 
Outboard turbine inlet 

Turbine outlet 

Exhaust nozzle inlet 

Exhaust nozzle 

--No-flow ejectors 
on bleed ports 

No-flow ejector m 
on exhaust nozzle 

Station 

I 

Number of Total Static 
rakes pressure pressure 

tubes tubes 

1 4 36 16 
2 4 24 0 
3 4 24 0 
4 2 rakes; 8 single _.--- 

pressure probes 18 0 
5 4 16 0 
6 8 24 0 
9 4 24 0 

_ 0 0 0 4 

Number of Wall static Annular 
thermocouples pressure I area, 

orifices I sq ft I 

16 4 5.800 
12 0 1.637 
12 0 .952 

8 0 
0 0 

24 8 3.142 
24 4 9.550 

0 0 2.580 

Figure 1. - Cross-section of J57-P-l turbojet engine showing location of instrumentation. 

: @qj>. 
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Altitude F 
ft. 9; 

0 46,000 ; 
q 49,000 : 
0 51,000 ; 

'A 53;ooo - 
A 56,000 : 
0 62,000 : 
D 65,000 j 
--- Dashed 

15,000 . 
rsferenr 

Figure 2. - The variation of corrected outboard rotor 
with corrected inboard rotor speed over a range of ~.-.~_ - Flight Mach number 0.81. 
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Altitu 
ft. 

00. g9gc 
cl 51:oo 
.A 53,oo 
A 56,001 
0 62,00 
b 65,001 

8) At rote 
indicat 
compres 
and ope 

Figure .2. - The variation of corrected outboard rotor SF 
__- _-.. --_ .~. -- _--.-- - . with corrected inboard rotor speed over a range of altj 

Flight Mach numb& 0.81. 
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(c) Engine operation with both compressor bl 

. Figure 2, - The variation of corrected outboard rotor * ._ ;-with corrected inboard rotor speed over a range of a . . . . Flight Mach number 0.81. 
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Figure 2. - The variation of corrected rot=- spa& 
with altitude at a flight Mach number of 0.81. Engine automatic 
control throttle settinga of maximum and idle. 
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Figure 3. - The variation of~corrected air l-10" 
with corrected outboard rotor apead ovnr (L range of altitudes. 
Flight Mach number 0.81. 
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(b) Engine operation with the large compressor bleed port open. 

Figure 3. - Th6 variation of corrected air ilor 
with corrected outboard rotor speed over a range of altitudes. 
Flight Mach number 0.81. 
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Figure 3. - The variation of corrected air flow 
with corrected outboard rotor speed OY~P a range of altitudes. 
Flight Mach number 0.81. 
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Cd) Engine opsration with the automatic aontrol. 

Figure 3. - The variation of corrected Ilr flow 
with altitude at L flight Mach number or 0.81. Engine l ut0rmt10 
Control thPOttl0 aettlnga Or m~im~m md idle. 
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(a) Engine operation with both compressor bleed ports closed. 

Figure 4. - The variation of corrected fuel flow 
with corrected inboard rotor speed O"eF a range of altitudes. 
Flight Mach numbsr 0.81. 
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Figure 4. - The variation of corrected fuel flolr 
with corrected inboard rotor speed over a mange of altitudes. 
Flight Mach number 0.81. 
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(c) Engine operation with both compressor bleed pdrts open. 

Figure 4. - The variation Of corrected fU&i fiOr 
wibh corrected inboard rotor speed OYBP a range of altitudes. 
Flight Mach number 0.81. 
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(d) EngIns operation with the automatic control. 

Figure 4. - The variation or correoted fk.1 flow 
with olt$tude at a flight Maoh numbsr of 0.81. 
oontrol tlmottl. settings of maximum and idle. 

Engine aut0mat1c 
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Figure 5. - The variation of corrected eximt-gr total terpe,tPia 
with corrscte,d inboard rotor speed alie+n range of altitudes. 
Flight Mach number 0.81. 
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(b) Engine operation with the large compressor bleed port open. 

Figure 5. - The variation of corrected exhaust-gas total temperature 
with corrected inboard rotor speed over a range of altitudes. 
Flight Mach number 0.81. 
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(c) Engine operation with both compressor bleed ports open. 

Figure 5. - The variation of corrected exhaUat-ga8 total temperatwe 
with corrected inboard rotor speed over a mnge of altitudes. 
Flight Yaah number 0.81. 
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Figure 5. - The variation or correctedsxbmust-gas totml temperatwe 
with altitude at . flight Maoh number of 0.81. 
control throttla a&tin&y of' muimum and idle. 

Engine aut0mat1c 
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(,b) Engine operation with the large compressor bleed port open. 

Figure 6. - The variation of engine total pressure riC10 
with corrected inboard rotor speed over a range of altitudes. 
Flight Mach number 0.81. 



(c) Engine operation tith both compressor bleed ports open. 

Figure 6. - The variation of engine total pressure ratio 
nith corrected inboard rotor speed ovex. a range of altitudes. 
Flight Mach number 0.81. 
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(d) Engine operation with the automntic aontrol. 

Figure 6. - The variation of engine total plW*SWe rLtiC 
with altitude at a flight Mach number of 0.81. Engine automatic 
control throttle asttings of nmxim and Idle. 
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(a) Engine operation with both aompress6r bleed porta clossa. 

Figure 7. - The yariation of corrected net tbruat 

with co+rected inboar'd rotor apeed OYBP a i'knge of altitudes. 
Flight Mach number 0.81. 
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(b) hgine opeFation with the large compreaaor bleed port open. 

Figure 7. - The variatYon of corrected net thrust 
with corrected Inboerd rotor speed OhF a rang. of altitudes. 
Flight Mach number 0.81. 
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Figure 7. - The variation of corrected net thrust 
with corrected inboard rotor speed over a range of altltuded. 
Flight Yach number 0.81. 
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Figure 6. - The variation of corrected SP=iff'= iueh -===PtiOn 
with corrected inboard rotor speed over 8 range of altitudes. 
Flight Mach number 0.81. 
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(b) Engine operation with the large compressor bleed port open. 

F1gUr.s 6. - The variation of corrected npsafilc iu.sl cowumptitm 
with corrected inboard rotor Speed over a range of altitudes. 
Flight Mech number 0.81. 
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(c) Engine operation aith both compressor bleed ports open. 

Figure 8. - The variation of corrected SPmifle fu.1 COnsufptiOO 
with corrected Inboard rotor speed over e range of altitudes. 
Flight Mach number 0.81. 
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Cd) Engine operation with the automatic oontrol. 

Figure 8. - The variation of corrected speollic rue1 eonauaptioa 
with altitude at a flight Maoh number of 0.81. 
oontrol throttle asttings of maxim and idle. 

Engins autoIrmtic 
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(a) Engine operation with both compressor bleed ports closed. 

Figure 9. - The variation of ideal jet thrust with exhaust nozzle pressure 
drab parameter over a range of altitudes. Flight Mach number 0.81. 
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Exhaust nozzle pressure drop parameter, 1.25 Pa-pn. lbs/ft' 

. Figure 9. - The variation of ideal jet thrust with exhaust nozzle pressure 
drop parameter OV.SF a range of altitudes. Flight Mach number 0.81. 
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(a) Engine operation with both oompr.rso~ bleed porta open. 

Flgurs 9. - The variation of ideal jet thrust with exhaust nozzle pma‘um 
drop parameter ovm a range of altitudes. Flight Ynch number 0.61. 
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Figure 9. - The variation of Ideal jet thrust with exhaust nozzle predsurs 
drop parameter OVBF a ~-an@ of altitudes. Flight Maoh number 0.81. 
Engine autometio control throttle settings oi maximum and idle. 
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(c) Engine operation with both compressor bleed ports open. 

Figure 10. - The variation of outboard coinpresso~ pre.¶8u~e ratio 
with corrected outboard rotor speed over . range of altitudes. 
Flight Mach number 0.81. 
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Figure 10. - The variation of outboard oom~maror pn.aun ratio 
with altitude at t rlight Maoh nunbar of 0.81. 
oontro1 thrott1a l mttirua or - uul idle.. 
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Figure 11. - The variation Of outboard ComprS3~0~ OffiCienCY 
with corrected outboard rotor speed OYBP a range of altitudes. 
Flight Mach number 0.81. 
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Figure 11. - The variation of outboard compressor efficient+ 
with corrected outboard rotor speed OV.YT a range or altitudes. 
Flight Mach number 0.81. 
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-- - Dashed lines 'indicate 
15,000 feet data from 
reference 1. 

@At rotor speeds greater than those 
indicated by the solid points, 
compressor surge may be encountered 
and operation is marginal. 

Figure 11. - The variation of outboard compressor efficiency 
with corrected outboard rotor speed over a range of altitudes. 
Flight Mach number 0.81. 
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(d) Engine operation with th-e automatic control. 

Figure 11. - The variation of outboard ~ompraasor efficiency. 
with altitude at a flight Mach number of 0.81. Engine aut‘omatic 
aontrol throttle settings of maximum and idle. 
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-- - Dashed lines indicate 
15,000 feet data from 
reference 1. 

At rotor speeds lower than 
those indicated by the solid 
points, compressor surge is 
encountered and no steady- 
state operation is possible. 

cross marks indicate limiting 
turbine outlet temperature. 

(a) Engine operation with both compressor bleed ports closed. 

Figure 12. - The variation of corrected air flow 
with corrected inboard rotor speed OYBP a range of altitudes. 
Flight Mach number 0.81. 
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(b) Engine operation with the large compressor bleed port open. 

Figure 12. - The variation of corrected air flow 
with corrected inboard rotor speed over a range of altitudes. 
Flight Mach number 0.21. 
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Figure 12. - The variation of corrected air flow 
with altitude at a flight Mach number of 0.81. Engine automatic 
control throttle settings of maximum and idle. 
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(a) Engine operation with both compressor bleed ports closed. 

Figure 13. - The variation of inboard compressor pressure ratio 
with corrected inboard rotor speed OVBP a range of altitudes. 
Flight Mach number 0.81. 
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Figure .13. - The variation of inboard compressor pressure ratio 
with corrected gnboerd rotor speed over a range of altitudes. 
Flight Mach number 0.81. 
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(c) Engine operation with both compressor bleed ports open. 

Figure 13. - The variation of lnboara compressor pressure ratio 
w-Lth corrected inboard rotor speed over a range of altitudes. 
Flight Mach number 0.81. 
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Figure 13. - The variation of corrected Inboard compressor pressure ratio 
with altitude at a flight Mach number of 0.81. Engine automatic 
control throttle settings of maximum end idle. 
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Figure 14. - The variation of inboard compressor efi'iciency 
with corrected inboard rotor speed over a range of altitudes. 
Flight Mach number 0.81. 
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Figure 14. - The variation of inboard compressor efficiency 
with corrected inboard rotor speed over a range of altitudes. 
Flight Mach number 0.81. 
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Figure 14. - The variation of inboard compressor efficiency 
with corrected inboard rotor speed over a range of altitudes. 
Flight Mach number 0.81. 
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(a) Engine operation with both compressor bleed ports closed. 

Figure 15. - The variatiop of over-all comprssaor pressure ratio 
.with corrected inboard rotor speed OY.W a range of altitudes. 
Flight Mach number 0.81. 
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(b) Engine operation with the large comprssaol bleed port open. 

Figure 15. - The variation of' over-al.J compressor press e ~&t~c 
with corrected Inboard rotor speed over a range of alxtudea. 
Flight Mach number 0.81. 
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(c) Engine operation with both compressor bleed ports open. 

Figure 15. - The variation of over-all compressor pressure ratlo 
with corrected inboerd rotor speed ove'r a range of altitudes. 
Flight Maah number 0.81. 
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Figure 15. - The variation of over-all compreaaor 
with altitude at a flight Maoh nU&er Of 0.81. 
oontrol throttla settlngs of maxiw and 141.. 
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Figure 16. - The variation of over-all compressor efficiency 
with corrected inboard rotor speed over e range of altitudes. 
Flight Mach number 0.81. 
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Figure 16. - The variation of Over-all compressor efficiency 

with corrected inboard rotor speed over a range of altitudes. 
Flight Mach number 0.81. 
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(c) Engine operation with both compressor bleed ports open. 

Figure 16. - The variation of over-all oompresso~~ efficiency 
with corrected inboard rotor speed over a range of aJtitudes. 
Llight Mach number 0.81. 
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Figure 16. - The variation of over-all compressor efficiency 
with altitude at a flight Maah number of 0.81. 
control throttle setting8 of maximum and idle. 

Engine automatic 
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Figure 17. - The variation of COmbustOF performance parameteI%¶ 
with corrected inboard rotor speed over a range of altitudes. 
Flight Mach number 0.81. ' 
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(b) Engine operation with the large compreaaor bleed port open. 

Figure 17. - The variation of Combustor periornmnoe pnrameteej 
with corrected inboard rotor speed over a range or altitudes. 
Flight Mach number 0.81. 
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(c) Engine operation with both compressor bleed ports open. 

Figure 17. - The variation of corrected oOmbUSt.or perfo-co pm'ameters 
with corrected inboard rotor speed over a range of altitudes. 
Flight Maoh numbbr 0.81. 
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Figure 17. - The variation of combustor performance parameters 
with altitude at a flight Mach number of 0.81. Engine automatic 
control throttle settings of maximum and idle. 
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(a) Engine operation with both compressor bleed ports closed. 

Figure 18. - The variation of turbine performance parameters 
with corrected inboard rotor speed over a range of altitudes. 
Flight Mach number 0.81. 
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Figure 18. - The variation of turbine performance pbrUmtef* 
with corrected inboard rotor speed ovm a mnge of altitudes. 
Flight Mach number 0.81. 
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(c) Engine operation with both compressor bleed ports open. 

Figure 18. - The variation of turb,ine performance parameters 
with corrected inboard rotor speed over a range of altitudes. 
Flight Maoh number 0.81. 
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Figure 18. - The variation of turbine perfor~nce parameters 
with altitude at a flight Mach number of 0.81. Engine automatic 
control throttle settings of maximum and Idle. 
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